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Abstract: Knowledge of the quantitative importance of the moisture transport pathways and mutual
moisture exchange of the source regions of the Yangtze (SYZR) and Yellow (SYR) rivers’ basins, the
adjacent origins of China’s two longest rivers, can provide insights into the regional atmospheric
branch of the hydrological cycle over the source regions. The method with the Hybrid Single-Particle
Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model and a Lagrangian moisture source diagnostic
to identify the major moisture transport pathways quantifies their importance to two types of daily
precipitation events—daily precipitation more than 10 mm (PM) events and daily precipitation less
than 10 mm (PL) events—for the two rivers’ regions during the summer (June–August, 1986–2015)
and finds the characteristics of mutual moisture exchange. The results indicated that both the Bay of
Bengal group pathway and the northwest China group pathway play significant roles in PM and PL
events over the SYZR, contributing 41.87% and 39.12% to PM events and 41.33% and 33.16% to PL
events, respectively. The SYR has five main moisture path groups; the Bay of Bengal group pathway,
the northwest China group pathway, and the southeast China group pathway play significant roles in
PM and PL events over the SYR, contributing 32.34%, 23.28%, and 34.36% to PM events and 34.84%,
36.18%, and 19.83% to PL events, respectively. The volume of moisture passing from the SYZR to
the SYR is approximately 60 times that of the reverse, constituting about 6.9% of the total moisture
released in SYR precipitation. It is worth noting that the moisture release was concentrated in the
nearer west group pathway, and the main moisture uptake locations were beyond the source region
of the two rivers (remote sources) in the PM events. The aggregate moisture release high-frequency
moisture transport path groups are found in the southeastern parts of Zhiduo County and the
southeast of Zaduo County.

Keywords: moisture pathways; moisture exchange; Lagrangian trajectory model; source regions of
the Yangtze and Yellow River

1. Introduction

The Yangtze and Yellow Rivers are China’s two longest rivers, with both originating
from the eastern part of the Tibetan Plateau (TP) and their source regions lying adjacent to
each other [1,2]. These source regions constitute vital ecological barriers in Asia, playing a
pivotal role in the intricate dynamics of the global water cycle, hydrological equilibrium,
and the provisioning of water resources. Approximately 40% of the Yellow River’s total
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runoff and 1.3% of the Yangtze River’s total runoff originate from these regions [3–5]. With
the warming and humid climate trends over the TP, these source regions are increasingly
contributing to river runoff. The average annual precipitation in the SYR is about 502.72 mm,
while the SYZR, being colder and drier, receives an average of 343.89 mm of precipitation
annually, indicating a significant disparity between the two source regions [6]. As the
atmospheric moisture transport process is an important part of the hydrological cycle,
the knowledge of where moisture comes from (moisture sources), how it is transported
(moisture transport pathways), and how it is exchanged (mutual moisture exchange) is of
great value to provide a full picture of the hydrological cycle in the SYZR and the SYR, and
this issue deserves a systematic and in-depth study.

A considerable amount of research has been conducted on the atmospheric moisture
transport characteristics of precipitation in both the two river source regions and the TP [7].
Previous studies predominantly employed the Eulerian method; however, in recent years,
there has been an increasing trend towards utilizing the Lagrangian approach [8,9]. Re-
search primarily focuses on two aspects: atmospheric moisture transport pathways and the
contribution of different atmospheric moisture pathways to regional rainfall [10,11]. During
summer and autumn, the TP primarily experiences two moisture pathways originating
from the Indian Ocean and the Eurasian continent, while during spring and winter, the
mid-latitude westerlies serve as the main moisture source pathways for the TP [12]. Due
to variations in study areas, seasons, and rainfall intensity, different atmospheric mois-
ture transport pathways exhibit significant differences in their contribution to regional
precipitation. Zhang et al. [13] utilized the HYSPLIT model to study the characteristics of
moisture transport during the rainy season in the Three-River Headwaters Region (TRHR),
identifying northwest and southern China pathways as the main contributors to extreme
and moderate precipitation events in the region. The contribution rates of these pathways
to the two types of precipitation events were found to be 18.4% and 25.9% for the northwest
pathway and 32.2% and 28.5% for the southern China pathway, respectively. In extreme
drought events, the far-western Asia pathway plays a dominant role. Xu et al. [12] ob-
served that during the period from 1979 to 2018, the mid-latitude westerlies’ contribution
to precipitation in the TP increased, while the contribution from the southern Indian Ocean
decreased. Tang et al.’s [14] study on moisture source variations in the TP from 1979 to
2013 found that land-sourced moisture accounted for 69%, while ocean-sourced moisture
accounted for approximately 21%. Zhu et al. [15] revealed that the vast arid and semi-arid
grassland areas north of the TP were the primary moisture sources for precipitation in the
Yellow River source area in July 2015, with a contribution rate as high as 52.9%. However,
this contribution rate significantly decreased in July 2012. Research on the characteristics
of moisture transport in the source regions of the two rivers, which possess abundant
atmospheric water resources [16], is scarce despite the inevitable mutual moisture exchange
between neighboring river source regions. Research on the atmospheric moisture transport
and exchange characteristics between the two river source regions aims to explore the
feasibility of the cross-basin allocation of atmospheric moisture resources through artificial
weather modification operations. This provides insights into addressing watershed water
scarcity through the development of atmospheric moisture resources.

The details of the dataset and methodology are described in Section 2. The results are
shown in Section 3. Discussions and the major conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The study area encompasses the SYZR and the SYR, situated in the eastern part of the
TP, ranging from 32◦12′ N to 36◦15′ N and 90◦23′ E to 103◦28′ E. The respective regions are
142,714 km2 and 122,971 km2, with average elevations of 4757.42 m and 4127.06 m. The
annual average temperatures are 0.16 ◦C and 0.86 ◦C, while the annual average precipitation
is 343.89 mm and 502.72 mm. Approximately 80% of the precipitation occurs during the
summer. Topographical maps of the two river source regions are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A topographical map of the two river source regions. Co. bdy. stands for the county boundary.

2.2. Definition of Two Types of Daily Precipitation Events

Summer (June–August) daily precipitation data (1986–2015) from 12 meteorological
stations located inside the study area (Figure 1) are used to define two types of daily
precipitation events. The daily precipitation data are provided by the China National
Meteorological Information Center [17]. First, precipitation intensity is classified according
to the 24 h precipitation amount categories adopted by the Chinese Meteorological Depart-
ment [18] (Table 1). The proportion of rainstorms and above precipitation is 0.30%; heavy
precipitation accounts for 6.96%, moderate precipitation for 39.38%, and light precipitation
for 53.37%.

Table 1. Classification of precipitation types for 24 h.

Grade Extra Heavy
Rainstorm

Heavy
Rainstorm Rainstorm Heavy

Precipitation
Moderate

Precipitation
Light

Precipitation

24 h Precipitation
Amount (mm) ≥250 100–249.9 50–99.9 25–49.9 10–24.9 0.1–9.9

Proportion (%) 0.30 6.96 39.38 53.37

According to the precipitation proportion, precipitation events can be roughly divided
into two types: daily precipitation less than 10 mm (PL) events and daily precipitation
more than 10 mm (PM) events. Due to the extremely harsh climatic conditions in the study
area and the sparse distribution of meteorological stations, gridded daily precipitation data
(0.25◦ × 0.25◦) from the Asian Precipitation-Highly Resolved Observational Data Integra-
tion Toward Evaluation of Water Resources [APHRODITE; versions APHRO_MA_V1101
(1960–2007) and APHRO_MA_V1101_EX_R1 (2008–15)] [19] project are used to depict the
precipitation conditions of the corresponding precipitation events. Zhang’s research [13]
indicates satisfactory consistency between the stational data and the APHRODITE data in
the spatial and temporal variability of the precipitation over the study area.

2.3. Trajectory Generation Description

The HYSPLIT model, developed by Draxler and Hess [20,21], is used to calculate
air parcel trajectories and analyze complex transport phenomena. It has gradually been
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applied in the study of moisture transport characteristics. The reprocessed NCEP data
(HYSPLIT-compatible format) are used to drive the model; the data which are used include
surface variables like pressure, temperature at 2 m, and wind components at 10 m, as
well as upper-level atmospheric data across various pressure levels from 1000 to 10 hpa,
covering heights, temperature, wind direction and speed, vertical wind speed, and relative
humidity. Due to the distribution law of atmospheric moisture density, moisture density
decreases rapidly with the increase in altitude, and moisture is mainly distributed in the
atmosphere below 5 km [22], so a release grid (0.75◦ × 0.75◦) clipped by the regional
boundary with 10 vertical levels is defined as the release positions of the trajectories [note a
broad vertical range, 0–5 km above ground level (AGL) with an interval of 0.5 km]. The
trajectory simulation runs backward in time for 240 h, which is the average residence time of
moisture in the atmosphere [23,24]. To cover the entire duration of each precipitation event,
the simulation for each trajectory commences at 0000 UTC on the second day following the
onset of each precipitation event.

The latitude, longitude, height, pressure, specific humidity, and mixed-layer depth are
selected as the output parameters, and the output time interval is 1 h. The total numbers
of trajectories generated for the two precipitation types are shown in Table 2. In addition,
not all trajectories bring moisture to the starting point of the trajectory, and only those
that steadily release moisture in the starting point should be considered valid moisture
trajectories. That is, moisture trajectories in the present study are defined as those that
have statistically significant (p < 0.05) negative trends of moisture content in the target
region [13].

Table 2. Description used to identify two types of precipitation events, number of generated trajecto-
ries, valid trajectories.

Region No. of
Grids Event

Mean
Precipitation
Rate (mm/d)

No. of Events
(Average

Times/Grid
Points)

No. of Traj. No. of
Valid Traj.

Source Region of Yangtze River
(SYZR) 26

PM 14.51 48.04 12,560 4203
PL 4.41 409.19 32,260 13,285

Source Region of Yellow River
(SYR) 28

PM 15.25 127.13 29,190 7429
PL 4.61 669.96 130,970 33,039

PM indicates the daily precipitation is greater than 10 mm events; PL indicates the daily precipitation is less than
10 mm events.

2.4. Trajectory Clustering Method

The HYSPLIT model’s built-in clustering method is K-means, and it is incapable
of clustering trajectories starting from different points [25]. In this study, trajectory files
generated by the HYSPLIT model, with different starting points, are still clustered using the
K-means method. The range of cluster numbers is determined by identifying the ‘elbow’ in
the average deviation. Within this range, the silhouette coefficient is calculated, and the
number of clusters corresponding to the maximum silhouette coefficient value is selected
as the final number of clusters (K) [26], thereby achieving the clustering of trajectories with
different starting points. As shown in Figure 2, the average deviation range of K at the
‘elbow’ is 3–6. When K equals 4, which corresponds to the highest silhouette coefficient
value, it is selected as the optimal number of clusters.

Applying the previously mentioned method, the valid trajectories of the SYZR and
SYR were clustered, with clustering numbers (N) of 4 and 5, respectively. The average
deviation and silhouette coefficients for different clustering numbers are presented in
Figure A1 and Table A1 (See Appendix A), respectively.
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2.5. Method for Moisture Sources Attribution, Calculating Moisture Path Frequency, and
Determining Average Path Humidity

The method for moisture sources’ attribution is based on the principles of the S08 and
SW14 methods [27,28], which were employed to estimate the moisture contributions from
each source region to the precipitation falling in the target area. The sketch of the method
for moisture sources’ attribution is given in Figure 3.

(1) Identify the moisture uptake and release locations along the moisture trajectory by
calculating the moisture changes between neighboring time points. A threshold
ec = 0.2 g·kg−1 (6 h)−1 is set to select the moisture uptake locations with a moisture
uptake amount larger than ec between the neighboring time points, as performed by
Sodemann et al. [28].

(2) Traverse the locations of moisture uptake, loss, and release forward in time. The initial
values of the discounted moisture uptake amount ∆q are set to ∆l−n,0.

(3) Assume we are at time = −6(n − 1), moisture uptake amounts between time = −6n
and time = −6(n − 1) are ∆q−6(n − 1). The moisture attribution rate by the current
uptake location is f−6(n − 1). When at time = −12, which is the moisture release time,
the portion of the current released moisture amount that comes from the moisture
uptake at time = −6(n − 1) is ∆l−6(n − 1), −12, and the remaining amounts come from
the moisture uptake at time = −6(n − 1), denoted as ∆q−6(n − 1), −12; the current
released moisture amount attribution rate that comes from the moisture uptake at
time = −6(n − 1) is f−6(n − 1), −12. When at time = 0, which is also a moisture release
time, the portion of the current released moisture amount that comes from the mois-
ture uptake at time = −6(n − 1) is ∆l−6(n − 1), 0, and the remaining amounts come
from the moisture uptake at time = −6(n − 1), denoted as ∆q−6(n − 1),0; the current
released moisture amount attribution rate that comes from the moisture uptake at
time = −6(n − 1) is f−6(n − 1),0.

∆q−6(n−1) = q−6(n−1) − q−6n (1)

f−6(n −1) =
∆q−6(n −1)

q−6(n−1)
(2)
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f−6(n −1),−18 =
∆q−6(n −1)

q−18
(3)

∆l−6(n−1),−12 = ∆l−12 × f−6(n−1),−18 (4)

∆q−6(n−1),−12 = ∆q−6(n−1) − ∆l−6(n−1),−12 (5)

f−6(n −1),−6 =
∆q−6(n−1),−12

q−6
(6)

∆l−6(n−1),−0 = ∆l−12 × f−6(n−1),−6 (7)

∆q−6(n−1),−0 = ∆q−6(n−1) − ∆l−6(n−1),−12 − ∆l−6(n−1),−0 (8)

(4) For this trajectory, the moisture sources’ attribution from remote sources, the SYZR
and SYR, is ∆l−6(n − 1),0, ∆l−18,0, and ∆l−6,0, respectively. The contributions of different
moisture sources can be obtained by accumulating the moisture source attributions of
all trajectories for remote sources, the SYZR, and the SYR, denoted as ∆lremote_sources,
∆lSYZR, and ∆lSYR, respectively.

(5) Calculate the total moisture release amount within the target region at time t = 0,
denoted as Rtotal. The contribution rates of different moisture sources can be obtained
by dividing the moisture source attributions of all trajectories from remote sources,
the SYZR, and the SYR by Rtotal.

Rtotal =
L

∑
i=1

∆q0,i (9)

where L is the total number of valid trajectories, and ∆q0,i is the moisture release
amounts between time = −6 and time = 0 of the i-th trajectory.
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Figure 3. A sketch of the method for moisture sources’ attribution. Time points t = −6n and −6(n − 1)
are remote sources; time points t = −24 and −18 are SYZR sources; time points t = −12, −6, and 0
are SYR sources. (top) The geographic location of the trajectory. Orange segments and orange lines
indicate moisture uptake processes between the neighboring time points, blue segments and blue lines
indicate moisture release processes between the neighboring time points, and black segments indicate
moisture without detectable change between the neighboring time points. (bottom) The specific
humidity changes along the trajectory. Orange blocks indicate moisture uptake amounts, and blue
blocks indicate moisture release amounts that can be attributed to certain moisture uptake location.
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The frequency of moisture trajectories passing over a grid cell (i,j) Fij (0.75◦ × 0.75◦

grid) is calculated by Equation (10); a higher trajectory frequency indicates that moisture
trajectories pass through the grid cell more frequently.

The average specific humidity of moisture trajectories gridded onto each grid cell
is calculated by Equation (11). A higher average specific humidity indicates that the
trajectories carry abundant moisture.

Fij =
M
L

(10)

qij =
qij1 + qij2 + · · ·+ qijn

M
(11)

where Fij is the path frequency; L is the total number of valid trajectories; M is the number
of paths passing through a grid cell (i, j); qij is the average humidity at a grid cell (i, j); qijn
is the specific humidity of the n-th trajectory passing through the grid cell (i, j).

3. Results
3.1. Major Moisture Transport Path Groups

Figures 4 and 5 show the clustering results of moisture trajectories. In PM events
of the SYZR (Figure 4a–d), there are four path groups. Path group1 (SYZR PM1, farther
west group) started from a location much farther than West Asia and includes 400 valid
trajectories. Path group2 (SYZR PM2, nearer west group) started from West Asia and is
also controlled by the westerlies and includes 892 valid trajectories. Path group3 (SYZR
PM3, Bay of Bengal group) started from the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea and includes
1580 valid trajectories. Path group4 (SYZR PM4, northwest China group) corresponds
with the northwest of China and includes 1331 valid trajectories. In PL events of the SYZR
(Figure 4e,f), there are also four path groups. Path group1 (SYZR PL1), path group2 (SYZR
PL2), path group3 (SYZR PL3), and path group4 (SYZR PL4) contain 937, 6413, 2990, and
2945 valid trajectories, respectively, similar to the origin of the SYZR PM paths.

The PM events of the SYR (Figure 5a–e) have five path groups. Path group1 (SYR PM1)
started from a location much farther west than West Asia and includes 343 valid trajectories.
Path group2 (SYR PM2) started from West Asia and includes 1247 valid trajectories. Path
group3 (SYR PM3) started from the Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea and includes 1865 valid
trajectories. Path group4 (SYR PM4) corresponds with the northwest of China and includes
2272 valid trajectories. Path group5 (SYR PM5, southeast China group) corresponds with
the east of China and includes 1702 valid trajectories. The PL events of the SYR (Figure 5f–h)
also have five path groups. The five path groups (SYR PL1, SYR PL2, SYR PL3, SYR PL4,
SYR PL5) contain 1627, 4785, 9831, 8030, and 8766 valid trajectories, respectively, similar to
the origin of the SYR PM paths.
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of China and includes 2272 valid trajectories. Path group5 (SYR PM5, southeast China 
group) corresponds with the east of China and includes 1702 valid trajectories. The PL 
events of the SYR (Figure 5f–h) also have five path groups. The five path groups (SYR PL1, 
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3.2. Quantitative Importance of Major Moisture Transport Path Groups

Moisture undergoes multiple evaporation and precipitation losses during its trans-
port, and specific humidity on the trajectories indicates changes in moisture content.
The corresponding specific humidity changes along the paths of each cluster shown in
Figures 6 and 7, indicate that many moisture paths undergo moisture losses before reaching
the target region.

Overall, path group1 shows the most gradual humidity change, with lower specific
humidity and the least contribution to precipitation in the river source regions. Path group3
exhibited the most drastic humidity changes, carrying a large amount of moisture from its
origin and releasing a significant amount during transport. This path group contributed
2.5 times more to SYR precipitation than the SYZR. Path group2 has almost the same
contribution rate to both river sources. Path group4 and path group5 show significant
variations in moisture content along the trajectories.

Figure 6a–d for the SYZR during PM events in the last 6 h (0 ~ −6 h) show that the
amount of moisture released by path group1, path group2, path group3, and path group4
is 90.7, 305.4, 870.8, and 813.6 g·kg−1(6 h)−1, respectively. These path groups contribute
4.36%, 14.68%, 41.87%, and 39.12%, respectively. Figure 6e–h during PL events for the SYZR
in the last 6 h reveal that the amount of moisture released by path group1, path group2,
path group3, and path group4 is 198.4, 995.2, 1930.1, and 1548.5 g·kg−1(6 h)−1, respectively.
These path groups contributed 4.25%, 21.31%, 41.33%, and 33.16%, respectively.
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For the SYR during PM events in the last 6 h as shown in Figure 7a–e, the amount of
moisture released by path group1, path group2, path group3, path group4, and path group5
is 73.3, 312.5, 1050.7, 1145.8, and 941.5 g·kg−1(6 h)−1. These path groups contribute 2.08%,
8.87%, 29.83%, 32.53%, and 26.73%, respectively. Also, the amount of moisture released by
path group1, path group2, path group3, path group4, and path group5 for the SYR during
PL events in the last 6 h are shown in Figure 7f–j where 328.1, 1276.3, 6096.8, 6330.3, and
3470.5 g·kg−1(6 h)−1, respectively, were released. These path groups contributed 1.88%,
7.29%, 34.84%, 36.18%, and 19.83%, respectively.

In Figure 8, the total moisture released during PM and PL events for the SYZR was
2079.8 g·kg−1 (6 h)−1 and 4669.8 g·kg−1 (6 h)−1, respectively, while the total moisture
released during PM and PL events for the SYR was 3522.0 g−1 (6 h)−1 and 17,497.6 g·kg−1

(6 h)−1, respectively. The PL events of the SYR released a more significant amount of
moisture, which was 3.7 times higher than that released by the PL events of the SYZR. The
Bay of Bengal group, northwest China group, and southeast China group (path group3, 4,
and 5) transported more moisture for the SYR.
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The statistical analysis of valid trajectories at different levels in the target region, as
shown in Figure 9, reveals that the moisture release (0 ~ −6 h) heights in the river source
regions are concentrated between 1500 and 2500 m above ground level (AGL). This altitude
range is advantageous for conducting artificial weather modification operations.
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3.3. Analysis of Moisture Exchange between the SYZR and SYR

The SYZR and SYR share valid trajectories that cross their respective borders because
of their close proximities. Figure 10 presents results on the moisture exchange between the
SYZR and SYR. During PM and PL events, the number of trajectories entering the SYZR
from the SYR were 15 and 58, respectively, with a moisture release of about 7.1 g/kg and
16.30 g/kg. These values account for 0.34% and 0.35% of the total moisture release for the
SYZR; these trajectories mainly belong to path group4 (northwest China group). Conversely,
the number of trajectories entering the SYR from the SYZR were 798 and 3044 during the
PM and PL events, with moisture releases of 257.4 g/kg and 1139.9 g/kg, constituting
about 7.31% and 6.51% of its total moisture release, respectively; these trajectories mainly
belong to path group3 (Bay of Bengal group), path group4 (northwest China group), and
path group5 (southeast China group).
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The time series of the moisture exchange between the SYZR and SYR shows the annual
summer moisture releases from the SYR to SYZR are close to zero but which from the SYZR
to the SYR in PL events are about 39.26 g/kg (104.97 trajectories) and which from the SYZR
to the SYR in PM events are about 8.84 g/kg (27.55 trajectories).

The attributed moisture release of each exchange trajectory between the SYZR and
SYR is given in Figure 11. The moisture uptake locations belonging to each path group
were divided into three categories: locations outside the source region of the two rivers
(remote sources), locations inside the SYZR, and locations inside the SYR. For the PL events
of the trajectories moving from the SYR to the SYZR, the moisture release of the four
path groups is 1.37, 1.84, 0.28, and 9.34 g·kg−1 (240 h)−1, respectively. Path group1, path
group2, and path group3 are of limited importance (0.29‰, 0.40‰, 0.06‰), while path
group4 plays a leading role (2.01‰). For the PM events of the trajectories moving from
the SYR to the SYZR, the moisture release of the four path groups is 0.46, 0.29, 0.00, and
5.78 g·kg−1 (240 h)−1, respectively. Path group1, path group2, and path group3 are of
limited importance (0.22‰, 0.14‰, 0.00‰), while path group4 plays a leading role (2.77‰).

For the PL events of the trajectories moving from the SYZR to the SYR, the moisture
release of the five path groups is 58.26, 54.58, 233.15, 242.48, and 344.56 g·kg−1 (240 h)−1,
respectively. Path group1 and path group2 are of limited importance (3.33‰, 3.12‰), while
path group3, path group4, and path group5 play leading roles (13.32‰, 13.85‰, 19.68‰).
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For the PM events of the trajectories moving from the SYZR to the SYR, the moisture
release of the five path groups is 11.26, 109.73, 31.881, 49.13, and 11.25 g·kg−1 (240 h)−1,
respectively. Path group1, path group3, and path group5 are of limited importance (3.12‰,
9.05‰, and 3.19‰), while path group2 and path group4 play leading roles (31.62‰ and
13.95‰).
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Figure 11. The amount of attributed moisture release [g·kg−1 (240 h)−1] by locations of each path
group responsible for (a) trajectories to the SYZR that transit the SYR during PL events, (b) trajectories
to the SYZR that transit the SYR during PM events, (c) trajectories to the SYR that transit the SYZR
during PL events, and (d) trajectories to the SYR that transit the SYZR during PM events. The term
“remote sources” refers to the aggregate moisture release attributed to regions beyond the moisture
uptake locations in the source region of the two rivers. Bars in dark blue represent the amount of the
attributed moisture release of remote sources’ moisture uptake locations, bars in gray represent the
amount of the attributed moisture release of the SYR’s moisture uptake locations, and bars in light
blue represent the amount of the attributed moisture release of the SYZR’s moisture uptake locations.

Given the higher proportion of trajectories from the SYZR entering the SYR, especially
during the two events, it is crucial to analyze their trajectory frequency and average
humidity (Figure 12). Its significant scientific and practical value of water resource security
in the YR basin can be used for identifying the area where valid trajectories from the SYZR
cross into the SYR.

The moisture paths’ frequencies of different precipitation types are shown in Figure 12a,b.
During the PM events of the SYR, regions with a high frequency of trajectories crossing
from the SYZR are found in the northernmost part of India. At the same time, those for the
PL are primarily located along the southern foothills of the Himalayas, extending through
Tibet to the target area. The trajectories entering the SYZR are concentrated along moisture
transport path group2, 3, and 4 (nearer west group, Bay of Bengal group, northwest China
group) of the SYZR. The high-frequency areas of SYR moisture crossing into the SYZR are
located in the southeastern parts of Zhiduo County and Zaduo County.

Figure 12c,d show the mean specific humidity of moisture paths from the SYRZ to the
SYR for each grid cell. The average humidity of valid trajectories crossing from the SYZR
into the SYR is lower in the TP, forming a band of low average humidity to the west of 34◦
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N latitude in the regions west of both the SYR and SYZR. Within the SYZR, the regions
with a higher average humidity along the crossing trajectories are Chengduo County and
Yushu City.
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The comparison reveals that although the areas with high trajectory frequency do not
overlap with those of high average humidity, they are adjacent.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
4.1. Conclusions

This study investigates the major moisture transport pathways associated with two dis-
tinct types of daily precipitation occurrences (PM and PL events) throughout the summer
in the SYZR and SYR regions. Additionally, it explores the characteristics of the reciprocal
moisture exchange between the SYZR and the SYR.

The results of the moisture transport pathway identification suggest that path group3
(Bay of Bengal group) and path group4 (northwest China group) are the main and stable
moisture transport pathways during PM and PL events in the SYZR [precipitation contri-
bution: path group3, 41.87% (PM), 41.33% (PL); path group4, 39.12% (PM), 33.16% (PL)].
Path group3 (Bay of Bengal group), path group4 (northwest China group), and path group5
(southeast China group) are the main and stable moisture pathways during PM and PL
events in the SYR [precipitation contribution: path group3, 29.83% (PM), 34.84% (PL); path
group4, 32.53% (PM), 36.18% (PL); path group5, 26.73% (PM), 19.83% (PL)].

The amount of moisture transiting from the SYZR to the SYR was about 60 times
that of the reverse, accounting for approximately 6.9% of the total precipitation moisture
released in the SYR. The moisture pathways transiting from the SYZR to the SYR were
present from 1986 to 2015. The amount of moisture through path group5 (southeast China
group) from the SYZR to the SYR is relatively larger than other path groups during PL
events. The amount of moisture through path group2 (nearer west group) from the SYZR
to the SYR is relatively larger than other path groups during PM events. The areas with
high trajectory frequency from the SYZR to the SYR were the southeast of Zhiduo County
and the southeast of Zaduo County.

4.2. Discussion

Atmospheric water resources are abundant, such as a huge renewable reservoir [29].
This paper analyzed the characteristics of the moisture transport between the SYZR and
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SYR, which is of great value to provide a full picture of the atmospheric hydrological cycle
of the SYZR and SYR. There have been numerous experimental studies on the development
of atmospheric water resources through artificial rain enhancement operations within the
basin [30]. The study of moisture exchange between the SYZR and SYR provides a new
perspective for the diversified development and utilization of atmospheric water resources
in subsequent adjacent basins; this issue deserves a systematic and in-depth study.

As for the moisture pathways for the SYZR and SYR, there are already some studies on
the moisture pathways of a related region. Yu Zhang et al. [13] noted that moisture paths
from the northwest covering northwest China and Central Asia and moisture paths from
southern and southeastern China are stable moisture transport pathways during extreme
precipitation and moderate precipitation events over the TRHR of the TP. Nepiao Xu [12]
noted that the climatological moisture sources over the TP were identified mainly at the
southern and western boundaries, with the moisture sources at the southern boundaries
originating from the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal and the moisture sources at the
western boundary being transported by mid-latitude westerlies. Rong Liu [31] noted
that the moisture pathways mainly came from the land and ocean in the west during the
extreme drought episodes based on the standardized precipitation index (SPI). When the
SPl indicated an extremely wet state, the transport mainly occurred to the east and south,
including the Pacific Ocean and the South China Sea, where moisture entered the mainland
from East/South China, passed through the Yangtze River basin, and finally reached the
TRHR from the east or south of the TP. This is consistent with the view in this paper that the
main moisture pathways are path group3 (Bay of Bengal group), path group4 (northwest
China group), and path group5 (southeast China group).

The limitations of this study are that the K-means cluster results in the present study
are relatively conservative; short paths tend to be grouped together as a clump with unclear
directionality [such as path group1 (farther west group) and path group2 (nearer west
group)], which is also noted by Borge et al. [32]. We think that this problem can be alleviated
by introducing the direction of the previous part of the trajectories and consider it worthy
of further efforts. Furthermore, the accuracy of the simulation results is influenced by
various factors. Firstly, the influence of the data on simulation results is crucial. NOAA
provides various data compatible with the HYSPLIT model, including NNR1, GDAS, and
NCEP, among others. However, most studies rely on a single data source. For instance,
Zhang et al. used NNR1 data to simulate the moisture trajectories of precipitation in the
TRHR, while Xu et al. utilized ERA-interim data to simulate the moisture trajectories of
precipitation in the Qinghai–Tibet Plateau. On the other hand, both Ayantobo et al. and
our study employed NCEP data to simulate the moisture trajectories of precipitation. This
reliance on a single data source may introduce biases in the results, and the reliability of the
data is difficult to ascertain. Secondly, the settings for simulation altitude and starting time
in the HYSPLIT model can also affect the accuracy of the results. Presently, most studies
analyzing the characteristics of moisture transport simulate the moisture trajectories of
daily precipitation events within the study area. Some studies only simulate trajectories at
a single altitude on the day of precipitation, while others simulate trajectories at multiple
altitudes on the day of precipitation, and still others simulate trajectories at multiple altitude
levels until the end of the precipitation day. To refine the simulation, precipitation can be
divided into events, and the starting point of the trajectory simulation can be set as the
endpoint time of each precipitation event. This approach helps avoid inaccuracies in the
choice of the simulation starting time. Additionally, the selection of simulation altitudes
should consider the range of altitudes at which moisture is predominantly transported and
should be based on the predominant distribution of moisture flux heights in the study area.

Through the analysis of moisture exchange characteristics between the two river
source regions, it has been found that the moisture from the SYZR to the SYR accounts for
6.9% of the precipitation moisture in the SYR. Although the quantity is relatively small,
it indicates the existence of a channel for moisture exchange. Regions such as Zhiduo
County and the southeastern part of Zado County are characterized by high-frequency
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trajectories of moisture exchange. In future research, advanced atmospheric simulation and
prediction models, such as WRF, will be utilized to simulate artificial weather modification
operations in key areas of moisture exchange (high-frequency trajectory regions) between
the two river source regions. The impact on precipitation in the two river source regions
will be evaluated. This will further analyze the feasibility of achieving the cross-basin
allocation of atmospheric water resources and enhance the understanding of airborne water
resource management.
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Figure A1. The average deviation for different numbers of clusters. PM of SYR indicates the PM
events of the SYR. PL of SYR indicates the PL events of the SYR. PM of SYZR indicates the PM events
of the SYZR. PL of SYZR indicates the PL events of the SYZR. PM indicates the daily precipitation
is greater than 10 mm events; PL indicates the daily precipitation is less than 10 mm events. SYR
indicates the source regions of the Yellow River basin. SYZR indicates the source regions of the
Yangtze River basin. K indicates the clustering number.
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Table A1. Silhouette coefficients for different numbers of clusters.

Region Event K = 2 K= 3 K = 4 K= 5 K = 6 K = 7 K= 8

SYZR
PM 0.513 0.295 0.320 0.313 0.313 0.311 0.314
PL 0.587 0.410 0.433 0.427 0.461 0.472 0.477

SYR
PM 0.490 0.332 0.361 0.368 0.365 0.355 0.356
PL 0.488 0.328 0.374 0.376 0.373 0.353 0.357

K indicates the clustering number.
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